PL survey results S17

Background

- Green line: a lot
- Red line: a little
- Blue line: none
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Interest

- JavaScript
- Swift
- C++
- Ruby
- PHP
- Haskell
- Objective-C
- C#
- Fortran
- Python
- Java
- Pascal
- R
- Coffeescript
- LISP
- Matlab
- Perl
- Scala
- Rust
- Go
- NetLogo
- Scheme
- Basic
- Prolog
- Io
- Smalltalk
- Ada
- Clojure
- Erlang
- ML
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Interest
Any other languages you'd like to learn more about?

• Racket
• SQL
• Bash scripts / MakeFiles
• Ruby on Rails
• SQL/database languages
• I hope checking "yes!" to all the languages isn't excessive. I'd love to know how they're related, what are the unifying features.

• German!